A prototyping method for the re-design of intensive perennial systems: the case of vineyards in France
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1 Introduction

Vineyards are typical of perennial-based cropping systems, with low agrobiodiversity, intensive use of labor, pesticides and energy, and high ambitions of product quality and profitability. Their technical systems are based on a high number and a large diversity of techniques applied to the plant or soil components of the agrosystem (in average 20 technical interventions per year). There is an increasing societal and market pressure to re-design these systems in order to reduce this intensity and related impact on the environment. This paper presents the first results of the french EcoViti network where several prototypes of grapevine agrosystems are experimented in many regions. The prototyping method is used with the main goals of reducing pesticide use without reducing production and economic performances.

2 Materials and Methods

Re-designed systems imply to combine agro-ecology and socio-economic sustainability and specificities of each regions and farm types. To reach these objectives, we developed and implemented a prototyping method combining (i) conceptual modelling (Lamanda et al., 2012), (ii) prototype experiments (Lançon et al., 2007) and (iii) a set of analysis, management and assessment indicators, in French wine regions (Metral et al., 2012).

The theoretical prototypes for each set of objectives and constraints (SOC) are produced by experts in prototyping workshops and then adapted for field experiments. A list of decision rules (DR) defines every tactical and operational action on the system. This form of representation allows integrating, in a testable form, the effect of several techniques on key processes of the agrosystem. After field experiment of these prototypes, they can be assessed and adjusted using relevant indicators (Rapidel et al., 2009).

3 Results - Discussion

Since 2012, six platforms gathering 45 fields for experimented prototypes have been operating in French wine regions. 19 prototypes are based on high level of reduction in pesticide use, while maintaining yield, harvest quality, working time and production costs. The changes of existing practices in the re-designed systems mainly concern soil management without herbicides, and pesticides spraying strategies according to dose reductions and crop monitoring. Some prototypes also test new (powdery and downy) mildew resistant varieties.

With regards to the agro-ecological intensification (AEI) and eco-efficiency frontier (Keating et al., 2010), very few of the tested prototypes have achieved the environmental and the production performance (Fig. 1). We can use the thresholds of 50% TFI reduction and 20% yield increase to consider to have a high eco-efficient agrosystem (Fig. 1). Only two situations on twelve in Languedoc are in this « AEI area » (Integretad Pest Management (IPM) strategies with decision support systems to reduce spraying). By consequence, we can extend the « AEI area » to a no yield decrease (ie. 0% of yield variation) for denomination of origin vineyards which have a maximum level of yield allowed. With this new definition, prototypes with resistant varieties and some IPM strategies (ie. cover crops without herbicides) satisfy the expected targets of AEI.

However, grapevine systems face a high annual variability of the performances (TFI) due to bioclimatic context (i.e. pests pressure). The TFI reductions are very variable. For instance we have measured cumulative reduction of TFI lower than 50% on three years experiments in Languedoc.

The analysis must take into account the multiannual and multidimensional aspect of the overall sustainability and at least, others objectives of the SOC than pesticide pressure (TFI) and production (yield) (Blazy et al., 2011).
Fig. 1. Treatment Frequency Index (TFI) and yield performances of grapevine prototypes (% variation with the local reference or the control agrosystem). Partial results from the national EcoViti experimental network.

Table 1 presents how experimented prototypes achieve the expected objectives defined by the SOC. The recorded performances indicate that less than 30% of the prototypes reached the main goals of agronomic and economic performances (100% of achieved objectives). Before acceptance by the farmers, performances must be confirmed in the next years. In perennial crops, technical decisions (i.e., soil management, training system) can have consequences on the following years. If the re-adjustment of the prototypes is needed, some objectives may have to be re-adjusted too in the SOC, especially on harvest quality. Wine-makers could accept some harvest damages if they do not have any impact on wine quality when using the proper technique of wine making.

4 Conclusions

The results of our re-design and experimentation of grapevine agrosystem, as well as on the other crops (Lançon et al., 2007 and Wery & Langeveld, 2010) show promising perspectives of the prototyping method to achieve high goals for performance and innovation. The complexity of the grapevine agrosystem (i.e., the number of technical interventions and their potential interactions) requires a strong systemic approach at the interface between the technical and biophysical dimensions of cropping systems (Rapidel et al., 2009). The approach must implement agro-ecological processes to greatly limit inputs. It also required a high innovation and significant changes in the grapevine agrosystem genetics, structure and management. Our results point out the need to re-design grapevine systems from the crop plantation with new varieties, new training systems and with intercrops aiming to improve ecosystem services and maintain a very high level of sustainability criterias.
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